Introduction
It is found that the Stokes and the Oseen approximations of the Naviear-Stokes equation are very useful for dealing with the creeping flow around an object. Whenfluid is unbounded in its extent, the ratio of the inertia to the viscous term of this equation becomes larger as the distance from the object increases.
For the case of a sphere, the ratio of the inertia to the viscous term, i. e., the local Reynolds number, at a point in a space is calculated3)
as Voor/v. This shows that the Stokes assumption is violated at the point where Voor/v=0 (1). However, if Re based on the diameter of a sphere is very small compared with 1, one can obtain the uniform approximation to the velocity distribution using the Stokes approximation6).
On the other hand, for the two dimensional creeping flow perpendicular to the axis of a cylinder infinite in length, the Stokes approximation gives no solution which satisfies both the boundary conditions at the cylinder surface and at the infinity. The solution which satisfies only the former and diverges least rapidly as r->°°is of the order of lnr for the large value of rn, and the velocity distribution obtained from the Stokes approximation contains one undeterminate coefficient. In general, two dimensional creeping flow must be analyzed on the base of the Oseen approximation even if Re^l. But when one needs the velocity distribution only in the region near the cylinder, for example, in order to calculate the drag force on it, the solution obtained from the Stokes approximation would be sufficient if one can determine the undeterminate coefficient by an appropriate method.
The asymptotic formula of Lamb's solution3) of the Oseen equation in the region near the cylinder is very similar to that of the undeterminate solution obtained from the Stokes approximation63.
It is suggested as an approximation to determine the undeterminate coefficient by comparing these two formulas. The asymptotic solution obtained by this method which is only applicable in the region near the cylinder include the effect of the inertia of fluid, though it is completely neglected in the original Stokes approximation.
Bearing the foregoing in mind, the creeping flow of a But it is very difficult to solve the first order term of the perturbation parameter by using this result.
Since we are concerned only with the asymptotic behavior in the region near the cylinder, the Stokes approximation is adopted and the undeterminate coefficient is determined by the previously mentioned method. Furthermore, in solving the first order term of the perturbation parameter, the boundary condition at the infinity for the perturbed velocity is replaced by the requirment that for the large value of r the solution of the first term is lower order than that of the initial term. The solution thus obtained is not the uniform approximation to the velocity distribution, however it maybe considered to be sufficient for the determination of the drag force on a cylinder.
With an attempt to compare the calculated drag force with the experimental data, a circular cylinder was allowed to fall perpendicular to its axis through aqueous solutions of C.M. C. (Carboxymethyl celullose) contained in the rectangular cylinder, and the drag force was determined from the terminal velocity of it. Generally, for the two dimensional creeping flow, the order of the controling term for the large value of r is lnr, as a consequence, the wall effect is enormously larger than that for three dimensional flow. Therefore wecould not carry out the experiment at the condition free from the wall effect. But the interesting result that the drag force is determined only by the zero-shear viscosity was verified experimentally.
I. Equation of Motion
Cylindrical coordinates (r, 6, Z) are chosen with the origin at the axis of the cylinder, #=0 in the down-stream direction, and Z in the direction of the cylinder axis. calculated from the Stokes solution in the following way,
where A is the undeterminate coefficient which must be To the first order in these equations are expressed as follows.
(i ) Initial term dp, r, vro _ 2 dvdi dp, 
Drag Force on a Cylinder
The distributions of the pressure and the rate-of-shear on a cylinder surface are given
The total drag F per unit length of a cylinder is composed of the pressure drag Fn and the friction drag Ft. 
This equation reduces to Lamb's equation" when a=£i-0. In Eqs. (35) and (36), dn and 8t are parameters to represent the degree of deviation from the resistance law for Newtonianfluid due to the non-Newtonianviscosity.
As is shown from these equations, they are the same in JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN magnitude and opposite in direction. As a consequence, the total drag exerted by a generalized Newtonian fluid is independent of the shear rate and determined only by the zero-shear viscosity. Of course, this result is applica ble only when the flow is very slow so that the condition of this analysis is satisfied.
For the case of a sphere8\ the friction drag is dominant over the pressure drag and consequently the total drag decreases.
Taking the foregoing into consideration, it may be expected that the total drag increases when the pressure drag is dominant over the friction drag such as for the case of a disk.
Experiment
Small cylinders madeof enameled copper were allowed to fall through aqueous solutions of C. M. C (Caboxymethyl celullose) contained in the tank of the dimension of (6) respectively. Parameters of Eq. (6), experimental temperature, and density of solutions are summarized in Table 2 .
Since we are concerned with the two dimensional flow around a cylinder infinite in length, it is necessary to evaluate the possible end effects due to a finite-length cylinder.
In order to eliminate these end effects, terminal velocities were measured on the cylinders of the same diameter but of the different length. If a cylinder is long enough so that end effects may be neglected, both the body force and the drag force on a cylinder increase in proportion to the length. Consequently, the terminal velocity should approach to a certain value. As an example, this is shown in Fig. 2 .
Since there is no reliable data of Newtonian fluid on the drag force on a cylinder at low Reynolds numberat present, as a reference the same experiments were carried out for liquid jelly of various viscosities. White showed that, on the contrary to the case where fluid is unbounded in extent, the wall effect is enormously large for the two dimensional flow so that the inertia effect may be neglected under usual experimental conditions.
White's empirical formula7) for the drag coefficient Cd is expressed by Cr,=^fjFT
RMf)
Where H is the width between the walls. Also, Faxen's analytical result2} is expressed as follows,
The higher order terms of Hid are neglected in Eq.
(39).
On the other hand, our experimental data for liquid jelly were correlated within ±5%error by CD =°^ (40) iklog(^) -0.660
The experimental range of Hid in Eq. (40) db-! (uo-Umf) (2) n Assumingthe steady state operation, where the amount of solids transported upwards by the rising bubbles should be compensated by the amount of descending solids, the material balance of solids gives (l "~3-ad)Usadm and from the gas balance,
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